Perfecting Your Prose is a guide to help writers expand their
linguistic knowledge and to remind them of both common as
well as obscure grammatical rules and conventions, thereby
improving the overall structure and content of their prose. A
combination of writing instruction and grammar handbook,
the sections within address a variety of linguistic and
structural constructions and examples helpful for developing
prose as clearly and succinctly as possible.
Writing for Magazines and Trade Journals—Finding
Them, Writing for Them, and Getting Paid by Them
2006, ISBN 978-1-930554-03-0, 234 pages, 6 x 9, perfect
bound soft cover, $14.95
Writing for Magazines and Trade Journals provides valuable
information on everything from finding venues for
publication to writing results-oriented query letters. Writers
will learn effective research skills, writing techniques, and
rights and permissions acquisition and negotiation as well as
how to work effectively with editors, expanding your
publications repertoire, and most importantly, getting paid.
Gainfully Employed—A Guide to Resume Writing, Job
Hunting, and Effective Interviewing
2005, ISBN 978-1-930554-04-7, 186 pages, 6 x 9, perfect
bound soft cover, $14.95
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Perfecting Your Prose—A Guide to Improved Writing
2004, ISBN 978-1-930554-01-6, 208 pages, 6 x 9, perfect
bound soft cover, $14.95

Chatgris Press
Chatgris Press is a premier publishing
company based in New Orleans,
Louisiana and specializes in unique titles
often for which little literature exists.
Current products include historical texts
and nonfiction guidebooks on topics of
writing, publishing, driving safety,
periodical publication management,
coffee history, association chapter
development, job search, acting, and
meditation.

Gainfully Employed provides much insight on how to use a
personal profile, develop a professional history, and ask the
right questions during an interview to ensure that you are a
good match for the job. Job seekers will learn how to find the
job that is right for them, conduct themselves face-to-face in
the most professional manner, search for jobs in venues of
which they previously were unaware, and look for red flags
during an interview.
On-Demand Publishing—Strategies for Printing on
Demand, Point of Purchase Book Manufacturing, and
Virtual Publishing
2005, ISBN 978-1-930554-02-3, 146 pages, 6 x 9, perfect
bound soft cover, $149.95
On-Demand Publishing is an executive report designed for
commercial publishers as well as small presses exploring
avenues for minimizing inventory and storage expenses,
bringing older titles back into print, and reducing risk on new
authors without a proven sales track record. Publishers will
find this study useful for producing quality books using the
latest technology in the book short pressrun book printing
industry.
Movie Extra 101—Your Shortcut to Stardom
2005, ISBN 978-1-930554-05-4, 228 pages, 6 x 9, perfect
bound soft cover, $14.95
Movie Extra 101 provides a wealth of hard-to-come-by
information on becoming a film industry background actor. It
is designed for both the novice wanting to be in his or her
first film as well as the experienced extra wanting to know
more about the industry. The book guides the reader through
the steps involved in finding jobs in films, what you will
need for casting companies, preparing for the actual shoot,
and what to expect once on the job.
Getting Grease—A Guide to Effective Complaint
Resolution and Consumer Tips
2006, ISBN 978-1-930554-06-1, 186 pages, 6 x 9, perfect
bound soft cover, $14.95
This informational and humorous guide shows you how to
get quick and effective results to your consumer complaints.
Readers learn how easy it is to communicate clearly,
succinctly, and forcefully—if necessary. Getting Grease
contains 39 actual complaint letters and responses to show
you how to quickly and effectively oil the wheels of business
by articulating your concerns and experiences, stating the
remedy you want, and getting results.

2008
Product Catalog
This catalog contains the latest titles
available from Chatgris Press.
Currently, all books are available from
the publisher at the address below. For
information on discounts and product
availability, contact the publisher
directly.

Chatgris Press
P.O. Box 850227
New Orleans, LA 70185-0227
ChatgrisPress@ChatgrisPress.com
www.ChatgrisPress.com

Titles from Chatgris Press

Product Descriptions
The Peer-Reviewed Journal—A Comprehensive Guide through the Editorial Process.
Includes Forms, Letters, and Faxes, 3rd Edition
This guidebook is developed as a reference tool to help editors-in-chief, managing
editors, and all editorial office support staff create and implement processes and procedures for setting up and managing the editorial office of a journal or magazine. It is
designed both to ease the anxiety of those coming into the field for the first time and to
help veterans streamline the receipt, acknowledgment, referee selection, review, and
decision processes and procedures.

The Peer-Reviewed
Journal—A Comprehensive
Guide through the Editorial
Process. Includes Forms,
Letters, and Faxes. 3rd Edition
2006, ISBN 978-0-96583806-1, 220 pages, 68 figures, 8.5
x 11, perfect bound soft
cover, $70.00

Publishing for Small Press
Runs—How to Print and
Market from 20 to 200
Copies of Your Book.
2nd Edition

2004, ISBN 978-0-96583808-5, 372 pages, 6 x 9, perfect
bound soft cover
$19.95

Publishing for Small Press Runs—How to Print and Market from 20 to 200 Copies of
Your Book, 2nd Edition
With the consolidation of commercial publishers into conglomerates, publishing companies are taking even less risk with new authors. This book teaches writers how to produce and market their own work by using publishing industry standards for registering
and promoting new books from both prepress and post-press reviews to sales through
online booksellers.
From Bean to Brew—A History of Coffee and Coffeehouses, 2nd Edition
The research in this book spans a decade and explores the growth and popularity of
coffee from 800 A.D. to the present, from Yemen to the United States. Historic coffeemaking practices and equipment are examined, as is the evolution of coffeehouses from
17th century Oxford, England to contemporary New Orleans. From Bean to Brew also
investigates the creation and expansion of New Orleans as a major shipping port for
coffee imports as well as the city’s progression as the world’s largest bulk coffee handler.
Guided Meditation—Creative Visualization for Generating Energy and
Managing Stress
For thousands of years meditation and visualization techniques have been used to treat
maladies and to create and maintain energy. In Guided Meditation, author Robert
Fussell provides such useful techniques and exercises for beginners as well as experienced metaphysical practitioners. Refreshing visualizations from headache imagery to
food and medicine meditations are included, as are Taoist energy generation and chakra
balancing.

From Bean to Brew—A
History of Coffee and
Coffeehouses. 2nd Edition
2004, ISBN 978-0-96583809-2, 76 pages (new 118-page
edition coming soon), 5.5 x
8.5, perfect bound soft cover
$7.95

Guided Meditation—
Creative Visualization for
Generating Energy and
Managing Stress.
2000, ISBN 978-0-96583804-7, 185 pages, 5.5 x 8.5,
perfect bound soft cover
$14.95

Order Form

The Complete Guide to Driving Etiquette—Taking the Rules of the Road a Step
Further
This unique book contains information on why driving etiquette is so important; how to
be safe, kind, and compassionate in all driving environments; and what causes road rage
and driver aggression, and how to avoid it. A useful and easy-to-read guide, Driving
Etiquette provides valuable guidance and suggestions for the novice as well as the
experienced driver. Driving environments discussed include urban, suburban, rural,
interstate, and off road.
Operating Procedures for Association Chapters and Committees—Developing Usable
Guidelines for Officers and Managers
Operating Procedures provides unique and valuable information on setting up and
managing local chapters of professional societies and associations. Organizing an
administrative council by soliciting candidates for a slate of elected officers is addressed, as is developing committees and special interest groups and appointing managers to oversee such entities. Divided into two parts, this one-of-a-kind text is a mustread for officers who run the chapter and the managers who assist them by heading
various committees.

Title

Qty

Price

The Peer-Reviewed Journal (includes CD)

$70.00

Publishing for Small Press Runs

$19.95

Writing for Magazines and Trade Journals

$14.95

Movie Extra 101

$14.95

Getting Grease

$14.95

Gainfully Employed

$14.95

Perfecting Your Prose

$14.95

From Bean to Brew

$ 7.95

Operating Procedures

$14.95

The Complete Guide to Driving Etiquette

$24.95

On-Demand Publishing

Subtotal

$149.95

Guided Meditation

$14.95

Angelina’s Favorite Recipes

$ 8.95

Subtotal:
(Add 4% for Louisiana residents) Tax:
(Add $7 per book)

Shipping:
Total:

Name
Address

Phone

Fax

Email Address

Chatgris Press
Distributed by Chatgris Press
The Complete Guide to
Driving Etiquette—Taking
the Rules of the Road a Step
Further.
1998, ISBN 978-0-96583801-6, 128 pages, 8.5 x 11,
perfect bound soft cover
$24.95

Operating Procedures for
Association Chapters and
Committees—Developing
Usable Guidelines for
Officers and Managers.
2001, ISBN 978-1-93055400-9, 83 pages, 6 x 9, perfect
bound soft cover, $14.95

Angelina’s Favorite Recipes—A Personal Collection of Sicilian Style
Italian Recipes. 2000, ISBN 978-0-9619750-0-5, 102 pages, 6 x 9, comb
binding, $8.95
This unique and rare collection of authentic Italian recipes specifically
focuses on the Northeast region of Sicily. Angelina Mannuccia Mitchell
has preserved this distinctive style of cuisine while providing local
alternatives to region-specific ingredients. Beautifully illustrated by an
art and history instructor from Barcelonna, Sicily, this private collection
also includes recipes from other zones of the island as well as from Italy.
Chapters include Antipasti, Soups, Meat, Poultry, Fish, Vegetables,
Sauces, Bread, and Desserts and Espresso.

Checks and money orders must be made payable to
Chatgris Press and mailed to:
Chatgris Press
P.O. Box 850227
New Orleans, LA 70185-0227
For more information, contact Chatgris Press at
504-352-1957, 504-861-0501 fax,
ChatgrisPress@ChatgrisPress.com,
or visit www.ChatgrisPress.com
Please note that all orders must be prepaid. Orders often are
filled within 24 hours of receipt of payment.

